FEATURE Story:

For Marc Levy and
Signs360… the
only way
is up!

F

ROM South Africa to Sydney, Sydney to
LA, success seems to follow Marc Levy and
Signs360 wherever he goes. But it hasn’t been
easy. Hard work, long hours, a real desire to
succeed, and a willingness to learn and adapt are
the reasons why he’s one of the rising stars of the
sign business. And with the US market now firmly
in his sights, there seems only one direction for
Signs360… and that’s up.
We caught up with Marc to talk about his time
in the industry, the plans he has in motion and,
how a clock radio inspired him to get into the
sign business and take on the world.

VI: How did you first get started in the sign
industry in South Africa?
“This is going back a long way to 1998, where
I just completed my second degree, an honors
bachelor of commerce. I had come to a
fundamental point in my life where I had to make
some serious decisions as the time to make my
own money had approached. The fun and games
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A View from the Top

of living off my folks was ending and it was time
to steer my own boat.
“A year earlier I had somehow landed up
stumbling across a neon workshop which was
located just off a busy street in Johannesburg
called Louis Botha. I used to drive this route in
order to get to my girlfriend at the time and I
used to see different glowing colours through
the window at night.
“One afternoon I had a bit of spare time and
decided to pop in to take a look at what was going
on – it was one of those “ahh-ha” moments when
virtual fireworks had just gone off in my mind. My
world was exploding in colour. The knowledge I
had just been accumulating for four years about
business was bursting with motivation and I had
just realised I found the product to apply it too. I
loved the mystery of the glow.
“I loved the fact it was limitless.
“That day stands out in my mind as one of
those eureka moments. I spent a good few hours
with the guys in the neon workshop and they

kindly explained the whole neon process where
they let me watch a glass tube being created
from start to completion. The final stage of
bombarding the unit when the heat gets turned
up to purify the tube – where the neon almost
hurts your eyes was the propeller of what looking
back now – turned my life.
“So to answer the question more specifically,
after a seven months of intense research I
invested in a neon plant and set up shop. I was
determined to make this work. The dream of
owning my own business had arrived – I had the
machine setup with all the bells and whistles. I
began visiting every sign shop in a 400km radius.
I searched every source of information I could get
my hands on for lists of sign makers. Everyday I
would target one or two, it was a journey into
a world which I knew very little about back
then, and I was landing up in new factories daily
with all types of machines, digital printers, CNC
routers, laser cutters, Perspex moulding ovens
to mention a few.
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“It was fascinating. I was building a rapport
with people and learning a ton. I was being
asked to make neon to fit into other people’s
projects. At that stage, I had a small amount of
experience so I was asking lots of questions to
ensure I understood exactly what was required.
As the brittle nature of neon you couldn’t make it
the wrong shape as then it was deemed a reject,
which is the last thing I wanted to be doing
when trying to offer a better service than my
competitors. I was offering an express service
of note never offered in the industry before – a
one or two day turn around door to door delivery
giving seven days to pay. The competitors were
taking a week and wanted payment on delivery.
I was smart enough to realise that I was onto
something as companies were reacting to my
offer and at a fast pace.
"So via the neon channel I made my way
into the industry – I was exposed to some
large signage contracts in shopping centers
and casinos. I found myself sitting around
architectural plans with designers and I was in
the game. It didn’t take very long for me to pick
up the lingo and I was constantly asking questions
to factory managers. Any gaps in the process of
manufacturing a sign I was asking experienced
people. A real turning point was when I landed
the Natanya signs account, it was 300 strong staff
at the time in a busy sign factory – it was located
5km from my workshop so it suited them to use
me as the staff were breaking the tubes often
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and being located very close to them. I created a
friendship with the factory foreman, he liked me a
lot. He was feeding me the info on a silver platter
about the industry.”

to do. I had tasted success and I was determined
to recreate it abroad. Only this time I didn’t
understand the culture, the people, the place,
the system – the rules.”

VI: Why the love of Neon?

VI: How long has Signs360 been in operation?

“It started back when I was 11. I bought my very
first neon radio, a pink tube in a perspex type
box – which I still have, by the way. When you
are a kid you collect pocket money for many
months and this was the item which caught my
attention. It was one of my very first purchases
I had ever made in life, it’s the one item I have
a huge emotional connection with in my life. I
have had this neon radio next to my bed since a
young age. A pink neon glow used to warm my
room at night."

“In Australia since 2005 as a brand, which I use
for my signage division of the business. I realised
that in growing a business you need a few bows
in your ribbon for growth. So I decided to split the
business into seven unique identities that have
the ability to grow in time. I learnt this by reading
business books on strategic growth and seeing
how big companies diversify – good examples
are HP, GE, and Osram.”

VI: What was it like making the move from
South Africa to Australia? Why make the move?
“The honest answer – it’s been tougher than I
thought it would be. I arrived at age 25 after a
series of unlucky events that involved crime that
really affected me. My first cousin was murdered
and I had too many things happen to me that
made me decide it was time to move to a new
environment. I landed in Sydney with a suitcase
and a small amount of money. I was starting fresh
with no support system. What made it seem
tough was being my own boss from the start. I
never wanted to work for anyone, so learning the
ropes in a new country was something I wanted



VI: What services do Signs360 offer?
“Signs360 is the Sydney-based full-service provider
of illuminated and non-illuminated signage for
indoor and outdoor use, able to conceptualise,
create or simply enhance all elements of your
companies visual communication. Our sign
design consultancy and design service, together
with our proven expertise in sign production,
installation and maintenance, creates eyecatching spectacles for retail, commercial and
architectural environments.
“Offering an end-to-end graphics solution,
Signs360 offers custom signage to cater for
clients’ specific needs. We work closely with
clients to create the best solutions. In today’s
competitive world, it’s not just about catching
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the eye. It’s about using signs and signage to
draw a crowd, to stimulate conversation, to
create enthusiasm and ultimately, to drive sales
volumes.”

VI: What areas of the signage business have
grown?
“Well for me having started out only in 2003 on
my own in Australia – it has all grown as it has
been a start-up situation. More specifically there
have been some changing trends. 3D lettering
in all formats have become increasingly popular.
Raised letters on glass in shopping centres has
exploded. Just look around in an up-market
shopping centre and you will quickly notice the
depth of the lettering and how stores present
their brands. Vinyl signage no longer works as
an ingredient for success in retail. Brands need to
be brought to life and this means physically they
need to appear real… fabrication of signage in
perspex and metals.
“Using stainless steel has certainly become a
massive growth area. Companies want to present
in a sophisticated, up-market way. We have seen
sales of stainless steel and brass signs experience
significant growth over the last four years.
“In general, glass and stainless steel has really
grown in popularity in construction over the last
five years. Look at Apple as a perfect example
and how they have used it in their storefronts.
This growth has had a ripple effect into the way
people think about branding. What better way
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to have your name appear than in a beautiful
metal. A recent trip to Hong Kong and just
looking around the airport you realise that any
significant brand of distinction goes for metal
lettering/either mixed with illumination or not.
Often a combination appears. Another huge
change would have to be alupanel with 3D
raised lettering. Using LEDs as the light source
it has become a big part of everyday signage.
Most switched on signage companies are doing
more of this type of work, it is being specified
by interior architects and designers more often.
Airports are always a really good place to see the
quality of workmanship in a country, and the new
Sydney international wing is a prime example
showcasing some very impressive work.”

VI: What segments have shrunk?
“Neon has definitely shrunk. Basic vinyl has too.
Look there are all levels of signage from very basic
requirements for businesses and organisations
that have tight budgets that require the cheap
and nasty so most formats of signage will always
exist – they all have their place in the market at
different points. A little like the car market, there
will always be those people who like a classic look.
That’s why hand-painting signs still exists today.”

VI: What does iSpace do?
“iSpace is a Signage and Graphic solutions
company. We design, develop, construct and
implement signage for retail, commercial and

global brands, essentially creating a 'blueprint'
for a company’s visual communications."

VI: You’re moving into the US market, what
operations do you have planned in the States?
“Yes, it’s not an easy task to break into a new
country, let alone setup a business entity in the
USA and open bank accounts as a non resident.
Having moved over from South Africa and
becoming a noticed 'playa' in the sign game,
I’m confident I have what it takes to duplicate
the success. Using the Internet is going to allow
iSpace to crack open this huge market – having
advanced computer skills and SEO (search engine
optimisation) skills positions iSpace in a very
unique position. Using the power of Google we
are going to attract buyers.
“Having now set up production in China and
running molds, iSpace is perfectly positioned to
grow this side of the business. The US market
is what’s appealing to me. iSpace has setup a
US division, and slim line Light boxes are one
of it’s core products. The US market is actually
behind when it comes to this product and that’s
the reason for the venture. iSpace USA is a very
unique business in itself – I have spent the last 18
months putting together a very sophisticated ecommerce website which is close to completion
now. In the process, iSpace USA has partnered
with a 75 year old American company. Without
giving away too much info it’s the most exciting
growth of iSpace in the next 36 months.”
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